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Abstract 
       Forecasting the number of students who are going to take a special course in next semester in 

Computer Engineering field at Payam Noor University is the subject. To do this, many neural network 

structures have been tested with MATLAB software by existing data and were compared to real data, 

networks like feedforward backpropagation 3 and 4-layared, RBF network, etc. To achieve a network 

with optimum structure, various parameters and criteria like MAE
1
, MSE

2
 and MSEREG

3
, have been 

examined. At last, a 3-layered feedback neural network in the form of 20-n-1 was chosen for this 

problem. Comparing experiential results with real data, it is shown that the obtained model can effectively 

forecast enrolments of students. So it can be used for forecasting tasks especially when a forecast with 

high accuracy is needed. 
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1. Introduction 

                                                           
1
 Mean Absolute Error 

2
 Mean Square Error 

3
 Mean Square Error Regression 
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 Artificial neural networks is a common method of exact forecasting that has interesting forecasting 
applications in engineering, economic and social problems and stock and gold price[1,2,3,4,5,6,7]. 
Artificial neural networks are flexible computational and approximation tools which are used in a 
wide range of time-series forecasting problems with high accuracy [8,9,10]. Different aspects of 
artificial neural networks have made them very interesting and valuable for forecasting.  

One of the difficulties in managing the educational system of universities is to plan the courses. Both 
lacks of enough courses for applicant students and presenting courses with very few applicants can 
make problems for students and managers. This shows the necessity of estimating the students for 
each course with low error and before the courses begin. In this study, some different neural 
network methods, like RBF, Hopfield, feedforward BP, Elman Bp and MLP have been examined and 
compared for the problem of estimating the statistic of next semester.  

 

2. Multilayer Perceptron Network (MLP) 

Multilayer Perceptron network is a kind of artificial neural networks. This network is composed of an 
input layer, one or several hidden layers and an output layer. To teach this network, the back 
propagation (BP) algorithm is usually used. During teaching MLP by BP algorithm, first calculations 
from input to the output of the network are done and then the calculated error amounts are 
propagated to previous layers. At first, output calculation is done layer by layer and the output of 
each layer is the input of the next layer. In back propagation state, there is a desirable value and by 
that and also by updating rules, one can adjust weights. Although the back propagation algorithm has 
given many good results in solving most of problems, it is not strong for solving some special 
problems which can be the result of learning time to be long or not determined or due to choose the 
inappropriate learning factor or the distribution of weights by chance. Also, in some cases, learning 
process is disturbed because a local minimum exists and it makes it stop because the answer is 
located in flat parts of the threshold function.  

The learning stages via the algorithm are: 

a. To allocate an accidental weight matrix to each of the connections 

b. Choosing the input vector and an appropriate output for that  

c. To calculate the output of each neuron in every layer and thus to calculate the output of neurons 
in output layer  

d. Updating the weights by method of propagating the network error to previous layers in which 
the aforesaid error is caused by the difference between real output and calculated output.  

e. Evaluating the performance of the learned network by some defined criteria, like mean squared 
error (MSE), and finally getting back to stage C or to end the process of learning.  

 

3. Feedforward BP Artificial Neural Network 

Multilayer feedforward BP neural networks can use differentiable active functions to learn function 
approximation and to find a pattern between input data set and output data set and also to classify 
input data in such a way that you define. (Other types of networks can learn well though multilayer 
network is very useful.) 

The term backpropagation is referred to the process by which the derivative of network error with 
respect to weights and network biases can be calculated. This process can be applied by various 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Differentiable_function
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optimization methods. The structure of multilayer network in not fully determined with problem. The 
number of neurons in input layer is determined by problem. The number of neurons in the output 
layer is determined by the number of outputs required by problem. But the number of middle layers 
and its neurons are determined by network designer.  

The two layer sigmoid/linear network can present any functional-like relationship between input and 
output if sigmoid layer has enough neurons. Bias and one-layer sigmoid networks and linear one 
layer output network are suitable for every function approximation with limited discontinuity. 

BP is the standard algorithm for gradient descent. There are many learning BP algorithm. None of 
them is the best for all situations and they have been examined in this study.  

 

4. Presenting the Problem 

Every academic field is composed of a number of courses. Some of them are prerequisite for others. 
Usually, the department of education en every university gives a program of next semester to 
students in which it is determined that students should take which courses in which semesters. 
Payam Noor University also works like this and gives a program to students which is called “9-
semester program”. With existing limitations, it is not usually possible to present all courses to 
students but it is possible that in that very semester, there are some courses which are not taken by 
many students. Although we have some general information, we don’t know exactly how many 
students are going to take “advanced programming” next semester.  

New students take the course of “Computer Basics” as soon as they get into the university. 
Experience has shown that each semester there exist some students who fail in this course. 
Therefore, either they have to take the same course for following semester or leave it for future. 
Those who pass the course can take advanced programming in the following semester. In addition, 
among those who take advance programming, some will pass and some won’t. The latter can take 
this course in the next semester or leave it for future semesters. This complexity is the reason why 
planners cannot have a good estimation of the students who are going to take advance programming 
in the next semester and perhaps it leads to some problems in planning the courses.  

Forecasting how many students are going to take course z in the next semester depends on several 
things, including: 

1. Number of students who are taking the prerequisite course in this semester; because only 
students who pass this course can take z 

2. Number of students who are taking z in current semester; because students who will fail in this 
course are likely to take it in the following semester 

3. Number of students who are in their first semester 

4. For some reasons, some students who can take this course won’t take it and instead, they take 
another course and will take z in future semesters.  

A percentage of students pass Basics (A) and a percentage of students fail Advanced (B) and need to 
re-take it. Number of all the people who can take this course in the next semester is Ayn+Bzn. Though 
A and B are not exactly known but it depends on students’ educational condition, ability and 
motivation. Moreover, experience has demonstrated that among people who can take z in the 
following semester, some won’t take it base on different reasons (C). So, the number of students 
who are taking Advanced course in the next semester (Zn+1) is as follows: 

yn+1=xn+(1-A)yn    (1-1) 
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zn+1=C(Ayn+Bzn)   (2-1) 

where xn is the number of new students in semester n , yn is the number of Basics students in 
semester n and zn is the number of Advanced Programming students in semester n. A, B and C are 
unknown and dynamic factors. A is the percentage of people who have passed z in semester n, B is 
the percentage of people who failed z in semester n and C is the percentage of people  who 
can take z in semester n+1 and will take it.  

 

5. Data of the Problem 

In this study, the number of newcomer students (xn), Basics students (yn) and Advanced students (zn) 
during 20 consecutive semesters in a Payam Noor University branch have been examined(Fig 1).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Graph of newcomer students and z and y students. 

 

6. Designing Artificial Neural Network Model for Forecasting the Number of 
Enrollments 

In this study a neural network model for “forecasting the number students in Advanced Programming 
course in next semester” has been developed using supervised learning. In the process of developing 
the model the effect of technical variables, number of neurons in input layer, number of hidden 
neurons and layers, functions of layer activity, different classifications of data for choosing learning 
set, types of improved learning algorithms and types of networks have been examined, first by 
discussing the nature of each one and then by doing lots of experiences. We want to find an 
approximation of it by neural network methods.  

The estimation of parameters in a neural network model is not a systematic process [1,4] but it is 
done via trial-error method and repeating the experiments [7]. In this study, in order to analyze the 
data and estimate parameters of the model MATLAB software has been used. Every experiment has 
been repeated 10 times and average of performance criteria are considered as the final result of an 
experiment [10]. The literature shows most of researchers agree that feedforward neural networks 
are global approximators  and have many applications for function estimation and approximation. 
But in this study, beside feedforward networks, Elman and GRNN have been tested too. In network 
learning process, MSE, MAE and MSEREG methods are used as network performance function. 

 

7. Learning and Experiment Data Ratio 

Usually, time-series data are divided to two parts, ‘learning’ and ‘experiment’.  Learning set, which is 
composed of ‘input- output goal’ pairs, is used to teach a special task to network. After learning is 
stopped, data set of the experiment is used to examine the performance of the network and to see 
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how much it has learned this special task. Model’s answer for data of the experiment is compared 
with real data. Allocating the data to these two sets are often done according to one of the following 
ratios: 90%-10%, 80%-20%, 70%-30%.  

 

8. Number of Network Inputs 

The most critical decision variable is to determine the number of amounts in order to enter to the 
network because this vector includes important information about data structure. In general, there is 
no accepted systematic method to determine the optimized number of inputs[7,9].  

After the number of network inputs, number of hidden layers is another critical variable. The 
correlation factor between network output and real goals is a measure of how much outputs meet 
the goals. If it is 1, then a complete correlation between output and goals exists. It has been done for 
3-layered networks with gradient descent learning command for network in the form of 20-n-1. The 
results were very discouraging and performance was about 4000.  

It has been done with the data and Elman method for 3-layered networks in the form of 20-n-1. The 
best performances were between 10 and 20. The required number of epochs was 10000.  

Learning method 20-5-1 20-6-1 20-8-1 20-9-1 

Elman-MSEREG 0.745 1.893 1.163 1.863 

Epoch 1008 1032 1008 1107 

Table 1. Learning method and  Epoch of Elman  

It has been done with learning command of Levenberg-Marquaret  for 3-layered networks in the 
form of 20-n-1. The results were very encouraging and the performance was less than 1 and the 
number of epochs was less than 10. 

Learning method 20-5-1 20-8-1 20-14-1 20-20-1 

Levenberg-Marquaret 
MSEREG 

0.64 0.465 0.304 0.23 

Epoch 12 7 9 6 

Table 2. Learning method and  Epoch of Levenberg_marquaret  

It has been done with learning command of levenberg-marquaret  for 3-layered networks in the form 
of 20-n-1 but we decided the criterion of performance to be MAE. The criterion of performance 
changed considerably and reached to 10-14. The bests are as follows. The epochs are less than 10.  

Learning method 20-5-1 20-8-1 20-10-1 20-13-1 20-15-1 20-19-1 

Levenberg-Marquaret MAE 2.007e13 4.17e-11 2.13e-14 1.62e-14 2.67e.14 2.84e-14 

Epoch 9 6 6 8 7 8 

Table 3. Learning Method and  Epoch of Levenberg_marquaret 
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It has been done with learning command of Levenberg-Marquaret  for 3-layered networks in the 
form of 20-n-1 but we decided the criterion of performance to be MSE. 

 

 

 

The criterion of performance changed considerably and reached to 10-27. The bests are as follows. 
The epochs are less than 50.  

Learning method 
20-3-1 

20-4-1 20-9-1 20-15-1 20-18-1 20-19-1 

Levenberg-Marquaret MSE 
1.496e-26 

2.398e-28 5.469e-28 5.065e-27 1.427e-22 1.241e-27 

Epoch 
27 

13 7 9 6 6 

Table 4. Learning method and  Epoch of Levenberg_marquaret  

 

It has been done with learning command of Gradient descent with momentum  for 3-layered 
networks in the form of 20-n-1 but we decided the criterion of performance to be MAE. The criterion 
of performance is not good and is about 10. The bests are as follows. The epochs are 390 and 1590. It 
is suitable for forecasting of the data p=[30 51] and the items 20 and 6.  

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5. Learning method and  Epoch of Levenberg_marquaret  

However, when the network was evaluated with MSE criterion, the results were very unfavorable. 
Even when it was examined with MSEREG criterion the results were unfavorable though at some 
points it gave a few good results. 

Learning method 20-5-1 20-6-1 20-8-1 20-9-1 

Resilient backpropagation -MAE 0.745 1.893 1.163 1.863 

Epoch 1008 1032 1008 1107 

Table 6. Learning method and  Epoch of Resilient Backpropagation  

It has been done with learning command of Resilient backpropagation for 3-layered networks in the 
form of 20-n-1 but we decided the criterion of performance to be MAE. The criterion of performance 
changed considerably and reached less than 1. The bests are as follows. The epochs are more than 

Learning method 20-6-1 20-20-1 

Gradient descent with momrntum-MAE 4.130 10.900 

Epoch 390 1513 
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1000. It is suitable for forecasting of the data p=[30 51] and the items 5, 6, 8, 9, with low 
performance and close approximation.  

It has been done with the data and Feedforward BP method with learning command of gradient 
descent for networks in the form of 3-n-1. All of them had bad performance and their performance 
was more than 10300 even with number of epochs more than 1000.  

RBF networks are used. The approximation accuracy is very high and near 10-29 with epoch number 
of 20. Although it has approximated the given points well but can it approximate well the experiment 
points. In other words, can it perform forecast as well as performing the interpolation? Its 
approximation is not that good, with relative error of ~33%.  

The Levenberg- Marquardt Algorithm was used to update the artificial neural network weights. It is a 
high usage algorithm because it performs network learning very fast and minimizes the level of error. 
In fact, this algorithm was designed to increase learning speed of network and is based on Hesin 
matrix.  

9. Conclusion 

In this study, forecasting the number of students who are going to take a special course in next 
semester in Computer Engineering field at Payam Noor University has been examined as a problem.  

With supervised learning, a neural network model for “forecasting the number of students in 
Advanced Programming course in next semester” was developed. In the process of developing the 
model the effect of technical variables, number of neurons in input layer, number of hidden neurons 
and layers, functions of layer activity, different classifications of data for choosing learning set, types 
of improved learning algorithms and types of networks have been examined, first by discussing the 
nature of each one and then by doing lots of experiences. Finally, a feedback 3-layered neural 
network in the form of 20-n-1 with the learning command of levenberg-marquaret and performance 
criterion of MSE near to 10-27  and performance criterion of MAE near to 10-14  were chosen as the 
best models for forecasting the results.  
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